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The discovery of the Former Han Mawangdui medical manuscripts (1973) 
and subsequent research on their significance has greatly contributed to our 
understanding of early Chinese conceptions of health and therapy, including, 
inter alia, the medical tradition of yangsheng ǛĦ (nurturing life) with sexual 
cultivation as one of its facets. The Mawangdui find also sparked renewed 
interest in the received texts of medical theory, such as the Huangdi neijing 
ǧ=ś (Yellow Emperor’s Inner Canon, hereafter HDNJ), extant in four 
medieval recensions: Suwen Řd (Plain Questions), Lingshu ǔô (Divine 
Pivot), Taisu xŘ (Great Plainness), and Mingtang Ñr (Luminous Hall). 
Jessieca Leo’s Sex in the Yellow Emperor’s Basic Questions: Sex, Longevity, 
and Medicine in Early China is especially interested in Suwen, a text whose 
earliest layers may date back to the late Warring States period (453-221 BC). 
Her work is a welcome addition to HDNJ scholarship, approaching the 
classic from the perspective of sex and sexuality in medicine via an inte-
grated approach that builds on key terms and comparison with related mate-
rial, diachronically and synchronically. Leo specifically states that her book 
“shows that the Mawangdui medical texts represent a transitional phase in 
which medical theories were unfolding, while the Suwen presents medical 
theories that are already well-developed and systematized” (p. xvii). She 
hopes to offer a “view of sexuality within the boundaries of these systema-
tized medical theories that relates to the causes and etiology of diseases as 
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advocated in the Suwen, thus giving sex a role in medical theories as 
formulated in the Han” (ibid.). In the “medicalized atmosphere” of Suwen, 
physiological processes, reproductive health, fertility, and aging are dis-
cussed rationally, Leo concludes, indicating “a sober and objective percep-
tion of the organic nature of life itself” (p. 179). 
The book contains eleven main chapters (each with several sections), of 
which the first two are related to methodological and theoretical issues sur-
rounding the research topic. There is also a foreword by Dennis Schilling, an 
appendix with two translations of Suwen and Lingshu entries on the human 
life cycle,1 a bibliography, an index, as well as illustrations both of archaeo-
logical finds, all related to sex, and pencil drawings of sex positions by 
contemporary graphic designer Siah Tiong Hong. The cover painting by 
Belgium based Singaporean artist Olga Marie Polunin is about something 
the book is definitely not: sex that sells. 
Chapter 1, ‘Studying Sex in Chinese Culture,’ begins with problems of 
terminology. Looking at definitions of ‘sex’ and ‘sexuality’ in Webster’s Dic-
tionary (1993), Leo criticizes the limitations of modern hetero-normative or 
bio-medically oriented definitions of these terms.2 She argues that the reduc-
tionist view of binary sex in medical orthodoxies is unable to explain the 
complex human experience of sexuality located in particular social and 
anthropological contexts. Her discussion of select primary literature ad-
dressing sex and sexuality in Chinese culture (historical records, philo-
sophical works, narrative and poetry, medical texts and sexual manuals) 
gives an impression of the diversity of focus and content, while the second-
ary literature dealing with these sources offers a great variety of research 
approaches. Leo’s review includes some interesting late Qing works, among 
them Ye Dehui’s ŷ´Ɵ (1864-1927) Shuangmei ying’an congshu ǎîÕǅV
Ú  (Collected Books of Double Plums’ Shadowy Darkness, 1907),3  which 
became an important source of inspiration in sinological research (e.g., for 
Maspero, Needham, van Gulik, Li Ling äǒ, and Fukazawa Kazuyuki ĎĚ
 ). Leo asserts, with Harper, that “the Mawangdui manuscripts and the 
ancient classification of medical literature demonstrate that sex was re-
garded as a category of physical and spiritual cultivation, and that the 
categorisation affected elite attitudes towards sex.”4 This view is supported 
by some spectacular archaeological finds of sex tools and toys from various 
                                                            
1 Suwen ˊÅ (Plain Questions), chap. 1/1, pp. 6b-7a; Lingshu, chap. 8/54, pp. 90b-
91a. 
2 Citing such feminist and women’s studies scholars as Kessler (1998) and Dreger 
(2000). 
3 Culled from the ‘Bōnai’ ƌk (Inside the Chamber) chapter of Tanba Yasuyori’s 
ȜŐ͖ (912-995) Ishinhō ΎŬư (Prescriptions at the Heart of Medicine), chap. 28, 
pp. 1b-49a. 
4 Harper (2005), p. 93. 
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places across the Han empire, for example, phalli from the tomb of King Jing 
of Zhongshang Ǖġ Liu Sheng HK (before 154-113/112 BC) at Man-
cheng ėp (Hebei Province) or bronze “penis cradles” from Tomb M54 at 
Zhengwangcun Ʋġå near Xi’an (Shaanxi Province). 
In Chapter 2, ‘The Yellow Emperor’s Text,’ Leo gives a short account of 
previous Suwen studies, explains her research method, and recounts relevant 
textual scholarship. Keyword searches across Ren Yingqiu’s $¿ŀ Huangdi 
neijing zhangju suoyin ǧ8śňXř© (Phrase Index to the Yellow Em-
peror’s Inner Canon, 1986)5 helped her to identify passages related to the 
eight main topics of the book: sex and longevity, pathological diagnostics, 
the language of sex and sexuality, sexual energetics, sexual anatomy, repro-
ductive physiology, sexual immoderation, and sex and health issues. The list 
of searched-for terms (single words and phrases) is established on the basis 
of the Mawangdui material as well as books of Classical Chinese Medicine 
(CCM) and Traditional Chinese Medicine (TCM).6  Her textual history of 
Suwen, including date of composition, editions, questions of authorship and 
authenticity, summarizes the standard works in the field: Yamada (1974), 
Keegan (1988), Sivin (1993), Duan (2001), and Unschuld (2003). Leo observes 
that, despite the eminent position of Suwen in TCM and the large-scale Suwen 
Project by Paul Unschuld and colleagues since the 1990s,7 there is a “lack of 
interest” in exploring the connection between sex as “a fundamental need” 
and key to understanding human behavior and Suwen medical theories. 
Whether this is due to the perception of the work “as a medical book dealing 
only with medical affairs,” as Leo puts it (p. 23), is open to question, consid-
ering past and present scholarship (especially Chinese) which addresses all 
the critical items raised throughout her Basic Questions. 
Chapter 3 on the ‘The Longevity Connection’ starts with a discussion of 
the idea and practice of yangsheng that ultimately aims at living out one’s 
natural lifespan or tiannian w (heavenly years, sometimes also tianshu w
Ë  [heavenly numbers]) and at preserving one’s physical health. Suwen 
would indicate, says Leo, that the main objective of longevity methods is to 
bring balance to the organism as part of the greater universe. This goal seems 
to have strongly influenced the development of Chinese medical theories. 
                                                            
5  Contains punctuated texts of Suwen and Lingshu ρǶ  (Divine Pivot) and 
additional reference matter. Throughout Sex in the Yellow Emperor’s Basic Questions 
Ren Yingqiu’s index is used as the basic text (p. 25, n. 4), although stated differently 
on p. 2, n. 1. Here it is the Suwen edition of Sibu beiyao Ì·S̯ (Complete Essentials 
of the Four Divisions). 
6 Including terms such as yinyang Ωά (female and male, i.e., sexual intercourse), 
ru fang `ƌ (entering the [bed]chamber), luan   (testicles), nang Ë (scrotum), ru ! 
(breasts), and bao  (uterus). 
7  Tessenow (2002); Unschuld (2003; 2013); Tessenow and Unschuld (2008); 
Unschuld, Tessenow, and Zhang (2011). 
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The preface of the Tang Suwen compiler Wang Bing ġ@ (fl. 762) would 
show his conscious effort to connect longevity ideas and medical theories. 
Thus, Wang deliberately moved Suwen chapters with yangsheng content to 
the beginning of the book,8 possibly inspired by the model of Taisu. From 
this, Leo shifts via a summary of her so-called yangsheng chapters (Suwen, 
chap. 1/1-4; chap. 2/5) to Daoist practices and sexual cultivation. She chal-
lenges the supposed connection between Daoism and the corpus of early 
sexual manuals, as well as the importance of sexual practices among 
adherents of the various early medieval Daoist lineages and communities. 
With reference to selected passages from Strickmann (1974), Schipper (1993), 
Kirkland (2008) and others, Leo claims that in Daoist circles practices of 
sexual cultivation and sexual rites seem to have played no important role 
during the Han and even later. The last section of Chapter 3 concentrates on 
the emergence of “medical theories” in Suwen. Leo argues that to trace the 
development of these theories, “it is important to look back to longevity 
doctrines and practices” (p. 49), that means yangsheng traditions. To her, the 
Mawangdui manuals are the “key sources for the Suwen physicians, helping 
them … to enhance their medical knowledge” (ibid.), especially in the field 
of vessel theory. 
Chapter 4 on ‘Pathological Diagnostic’ examines various factors that lead 
to diseases with regulatory impairment due to imbalance of yin and yang 
(either deficient or excessive) and abnormal qi flow. Dysfunction within the 
vessel system and internal organs is explained on the basis of the traditional 
sets of pathogenic agents, referring to exterior, interior, and specific environ-
mental (lifestyle) causes: fengyu hanshu ǘǐ× (wind and rain, cold and 
heat), yinyang xinu ǇǊf· (yin and yang, delight and anger), yinshi juchu 
ǚǙż (drink and food, dwelling and place), where yinyang xinu refer to 
sexual intercourse and the emotions, respectively.9 Leo goes on to cite exam-
ples from Suwen that show the impact of the emotions and affective states on 
sexual functions and human health. If excessive or imbalanced, they cause 
erectile difficulties in men and affect the reproductive physiology in women. 
Like sex and emotion, yu ö (desire) is seen as an internal pathogenic force. 
Leo here gives examples from the Shiji Yƌ (Scribe’s Records) Chunyu Yi ď
¼ (216-c. 150 BC) biography and Mawangdui. Suwen evidence follows in 
a later chapter (‘Speaking of Sex,’ p. 69). Neither the sections on ‘Health 
Professionals,’ with four kinds of practitioners, yi ƶ (physicians), fangshi Î
t (prescription experts), wu  (spirit mediums or shamans), and cugong ŕ
 (unskilled [health] workers), nor on ‘Diagnostics’ and ‘Treatment Meth-
                                                            
8 Unschuld (2003), pp. 39-58, esp. pp. 48-49, 51, already pointed this out. 
9 In addition to the three Suwen sets, Lingshu, chap. 5/28, p. 60a, gives a fourth 
one, namely, dajing cukong ìϜŷ (great startle and consuming fear). 
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ods’ say much about sexuality. However, palpation was an effective diag-
nostic tool to predict pregnancy or childbirth-related problems (p. 62). Even 
though Suwen is not explicit about sexual practices as treatment methods, 
the reference to qisun bayi È:İ (seven decreasings, eight increasings or 
seven detriments, eight benefits) in Suwen chap. 2/5 would suggest,10 ac-
cording to Leo, that most probably sexual techniques were accepted as 
therapeutic actions to enhance health (p. 66). 
Chapter 5, ‘Speaking of Sex,’ considers terms referring to sex and sexual 
desire in a general introduction and proceeds to words for sexual intercourse, 
sex positions, and other sexual vocabulary in four special sections: ‘Sex Talk,’ 
‘Foreplay,’ ‘Climax,’ and ‘Intromission.’ The linguistic survey starts with the 
three most common early Chinese expressions of “sexual and other forms of 
desire” (p. 67): se ų, yu ö, and hao ~. In the case of the particular interesting 
word se, Leo writes, it “can simply be translated as ‘sex,’” but this would 
“not convey its historical, social, and cultural senses” (ibid.). While se does 
not occur in the sense of “sex” in Suwen, Wang Bing has it in his commen-
tary.11 In what follows, the sexual terminology from Mawangdui (e.g., He 
yinyang [ǇǊ [Conjoining Yin and Yang]) and Tianxia zhidao tan wŰƧ
ƒ [Talk on the Culminant Way Under-Heaven]), is presented, previously 
discussed by Li Ling and McMahon (1992), Wile (1992), Harper (1998), 
Pfister (1997, 2003, 2011), and Middendorf (2007). Leo also cites medieval sex 
manuals, among them Sunü jing Ř}ś (Scripture of the Plain Woman) and 
Dongxuanzi ćğ (Cavern Dark Master), to reach the conclusion that Suwen 
terminology is less rich and more “clinical” than that of Mawangdui and 
other early sources (p. 73). 
Chapter 6 shifts the attention to ‘Expressions of Sexual Interaction.’ In 
close connection with the preceding chapter and some overlapping, the 
sections ‘Entering In,’ ‘Yin and Yang,’ ‘Use and Sleep,’ ‘Effort and Exertion,’ 
and ‘Pathologies’ consider a spectrum of words that describe sexual interac-
tion in Suwen, ranging from abstract to concrete and figurative expressions. 
Again, there is comparison with Mawangdui vocabulary. The majority of 
Leo’s examples shows the concern of Suwen with proto-pathological and 
pathological aspects of sexual intercourse, for example, xu Ž (depletion) and 
lao ī (exhaustion) of jing Ŗ (essence) and qi through repeated, prolonged or 
                                                            
10 Commenting on qisun bayi Ɵcɿ, Wang Bing says that yong ɬ (use, apply, 
employ) in the context of bu zhi yong ci .ʍɬȀ, “Not knowing to use these (i.e., 
qisun bayi),” refers contextually to fangse ƌ̃, which may be translated as “[bed] 
chamber sex” or “having sex in the chamber.” See Suwen, chap. 2/5, p. 18a; Unschuld, 
Tessenow, and Zhang (2011), 1:114, n. 83, give fangse as “sexual arts.” 
11 Reference is to Suwen, chap. 1/1, p. 6a, where Wang uses se in the expression le 
se ǵ̃, “taking pleasure in sex.” In the preceding line, he also has se as a single term 
in guo yu se ye ͺƱ̃ , being a note on zui yi ru fang Ό4`ƌ, “drunken [they] enter 
the chamber,” “that is, [they] will go to excess with sex.” 
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forceful intercourse. Here the chain of pathological causes and effects starts 
with lao L (over-exertion), yong J (vigor), and qiangli ­I (strong force), 
which all lead to depletion of jing, malfunction of the kidney system, and 
subsequent pathologies. Similary, neiduo =|, “inner dissipation,” as Leo 
has it, and the polysemous term yinqu 」Ù, “hidden twists” in her transla-
tion, are found in the contexts of sexual exhaustion, including erectile 
dysfunction and low sperm production that also may affect moisturizing the 
zongjin ō, another critical term Leo discusses in a later chapter. 
Chapter 7, ‘Sexual Energetics,’ first explores the dynamics of the basic 
concept of the two complementary binary powers yin and yang. It then 
zooms in on their place in medicine proper: yin and yang could describe 
vessels and pulse conditions, and they became ubiquitous symbols for man 
and woman or maleness and femaleness. But, more narrowly, as Leo points 
out, Suwen uses the terms to designate the male and female sexual organs, 
respectively, like in the Mawangdui texts, whereas yin alone may refer to the 
male and female genitals in general. The genderization of the two forces of 
yin and yang with xue ſ (blood) as yin and qi as yang is most obvious in 
Suwen’s description of the life cycles of men and women, with particular 
interest in changing reproductive capacity over time. It is therefore, Leo says, 
that Suwen pays special attention to women’s menstrual problems, concep-
tion, pregnancy, delivery, and postpartum states, whereas men are mainly 
treated for erectile dysfunction and spermatorrhea. 
In the cases of the perennial topics jing and qi, Leo reminds the reader of 
the paramount importance of jing as reproductive, life-giving essence, and 
basis of mental, physical, and spiritual growth. She also emphasizes the 
fundamental role of qi in Chinese thinking, longevity doctrines, and medical 
theories as being the energy from which jing is distilled. Sexual overindul-
gence is one of the factors which lead to loss or exhaustion of jing in men, 
connected with life-shortening diseases, premature aging, and early death. 
Both essence retention, as found in the Mawangdui texts, and the “classic” 
technique of ejaculation control huanjing bunao ƫŖƅů  (returning the 
essence to replenish the brain), variously explained as coitus conservatus, 
coitus thesauratus, and coitus reservatus, are absent from Suwen. Possibly, Leo 
suggests, because as a medical book Suwen would not focus on sexual 
practices, or the Suwen readers “would have prior knowledge of the tech-
nique and need no elaboration” (p. 102). 
From the kidney-system, essential for good health throughout one’s 
lifetime, but especially important for reproductive physiology and in men 
highly sensitive to certain behaviors before and after intercourse, 12  Leo 
comes to the qijing bamai zś:Ŭ (eight extraordinary vessels). Three of 
                                                            
12 Leo cites Lingshu, chap. 1/4, p. 14a; and chap. 10/66, p. 107a. The linguistic 
parallels are so strong that it seems probable that the two passages are in fact versions 
of one and the same textual unit. 
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these vessels, renmai $Ŭ (conception vessel), dumai ĴŬ (governing vessel), 
and chongmai Ă	Ƃ
Ŭ  (penetrating vessel), are of great interest con-
cerning the energetics of the genitals and reproductive organs. With refer-
ence to Lu (1980), Kirschbaum (1995), and Furth (1999), Leo summarizes five 
special functions, and points out that Suwen sees female fertility as depend-
ent on the penetrability of the renmai as well as blood and qi supply of the 
chongmai between abundance in early and depletion in later life. In Lingshu, 
Leo notes, sexual dysfunction in men occurs when these two vessels, re-
sponsible for the development of male secondary sex characteristics con-
nected with the face, mouth, and lips, are deficient. In this case, although 
“penis and testicles may be intact,” the man “lacks the qi (sic!) and blood to 
nourish lips and mouth to grow a beard” (p. 114).13 
In Chapter 8 on ‘Sexual Anatomy,’ Leo looks closer at the sex organs and 
their relation to Suwen medical theories. She once more reviews language, 
which in comparison with the Mawangdui texts, had become “clinical,” 
stripped bare of flowery expressions for male and female sexual organs, and 
discusses terms for penis, testicles, and scrotum, breasts, uterus, and female 
genitalia, each in relation to their function and their connection with difficul-
ties that may occur with these organs. With regard to the much debated term 
zongjin ō , “ancestral tendon” in Leo’s preliminary translation, 14  she 
concludes that it may refer “to an area or a structure in or around the sexual 
organs of both male and female, where various tendons, muscles, fascia, and 
nerves come together” (p. 133) that if damaged (through castration or sexual 
overuse) can affect tensile strength and cause symptoms of genital discharge 
as well as diseases, such as leg paralysis and incontinence. 
Chapter 9, ‘Reproductive Physiology,’ deals with the physiology of pro-
ducing progeny, gynecology, and obstetrics based on “a new medical, clini-
cal, and proto-scientific thinking” (p. 137) that replaced the older mythical 
and magico-spiritistic framework. Here the key concept of tiangui wĬ or 
“heavenly stock” (in Leo’s translation) 15 comes into focus, which Leo, with 
                                                            
13 Lingshu, chap. 10/65, p. 105a. The passage actually juxtaposes huan Ē (eu-
nuchs) and tianhuan íĒ (natural eunuchs); it reads you qi wu xue ǏȐɌ̦, “has qi 
[but] no blood.” 
14 Leo (p. 129) draws attention to Harper’s (1998) translation “manifold muscles.” 
Note that there are other translations such as “respectable or ancestral muscle” in 
Matsumoto and Birch (1986), p. 45, and “basic sinew” in Tessenow and Unschuld 
(2008), p. 611. 
15 Leo (p. 141) lists a handful of alternative translations: “the term ordained by 
heaven” (van Gulik), “menstruation” (Veith), “sex energy” (Henry Lu), “fertility” 
(Larre), “sexual maturity” (Van Nghi), and “puberty” (Furth). Not mentioned, for 
example, are “Himmelswasser” in Riegel (1999), pp. 11, 60, n. 48, “heaven gui” in 
Tessenow and Unschuld (2008), p. 422, and “water of heaven” in Unschuld, 
Tessenow, and Zhang (2011), 1: 37, n. 43. 
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Wu and Wu (1997), explains as “[t]he substance necessary for the promotion 
of the growth, development and reproductive functions in the human 
body.”16 Among Western equivalents, according to Leo, “the reproductive 
hormones are the foremost candidate” (p. 142), more precisely, the gonado-
trophins which stimulate cell activity in the gonads and are essential in male 
and female fertility. Together with reproductive physiology and pregnancy, 
female fertility belongs to the classical medical themes, determined by the 
Confucian dominated social and religious climate of the time. The interest in 
menstruation, Leo asserts, would reflect the importance of reproductive 
dynamics, in which “irregularity and abnormal menstruation are signs of 
pathology” (p. 144). In this atmosphere, pathological changes during preg-
nancy caused, for example, by kidney disorder, or harm of the fetus during 
pregnancy due to an extremely rapid psychophysiological response of the 
organism to a sudden and unexpected threatening stimulus or strong nega-
tive emotion, such as dajing vǟ (great startle, here referring to the startle 
reflex and pattern, and/or great fright, understood as a sudden, brief epi-
sode of fear), with postnatal adverse consequences,17 were closely observed. 
Chapter 10, ‘Overindulgence and Intoxication,’ begins with a reconsid-
eration of the perhaps “most frequently cited doctrine that links health and 
sexual cultivation since the discoveries of the Mawangdui manuscripts” (p. 
151), namely, bayi :İ and qisun È—or, as Suwen and later Chinese sexual 
literature put it, qisun bayi. Leo observes that the techniques of bayi imply a 
general knowledge of breath cultivation, as known from earlier inscriptional 
evidence and later documents of macrobiotic exercises. In her view, the 
description of bayi in the early medieval Yufang mijue ĠÃłĀ  (Secret 
Instructions of the Jade Chamber), quoted in Ishinhō ƶµÎ (Prescriptions at 
the Heart of Medicine), “are much more general and, without having more 
detailed specifications, seem to refer to general methods of nourishing life” 
(p. 154).18 The section on ‘Alcohol and Intoxication’ discusses the nature of 
jiu Ƴ (alcohol, liquor) and its social, religious, and medical role in early 
Chinese society. Leo shows the physicians’ concern with copious alcohol 
consumption that may affect sexual ability and bodily health. She also 
                                                            
16 Wu and Wu (1997), p. 9, n. 1. 
17 Suwen, chap. 13/47, p. 95a. 
18  Quoted in Ishinhō, chap. 28, pp. 19a-21b. The relevant passages are most 
probably citations from Sunü jing and all included in Ye Dehui’s recompilation. 
Trans. Wile (1992), pp. 89-91. Harper (1998), p. 428, n. 1, correctly points out that the 
system of bayi and qisun, as found in Ishinhō, is related to intercourse, and that each 
benefit or detriment involves practicing a particular sexual technique to either 
achieve the former or eliminate the latter. Harper believes that the idea of qisun bayi 
in Suwen suggests a more general notion of bodily cultivation current in Han 
medicine which differs from the sexual cultivation theory of the Mawangdui Tianxia 
zhidao tan. 
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considers the use of alcohol as a medium for medicinal tinctures and drugs. 
The Suwen chapter ‘Tangye laoli lun’ ĕčƵƷƓ (Discourse on Medical 
Soups and Liquids, Unfiltered Wine and Sweet Wine, chap. 4/14)19 is partly 
about the matter. Excessive drinking and sexual intercourse in a state of 
intoxication (zui yi ru fang ƴ"7Ã, “in a drunken state entering the bed-
chamber”) caused not only health problems, but also difficulties to medical 
treatment. This is well in tune with Leo’s more general observation that sex 
and alcohol, “either separately or together, are among the oldest social and 
health problems in cultures around the world” (p. 161) and “still the scourge 
of health and longevity” (p. xvi). 
Finally, Chapter 11 on ‘Sex and Health’ looks at the impact of sexual 
overindulgence on human health. Among the sexual diseases, Leo singles 
out for discussion the gu ž syndrome as the “oldest and most famous case” 
(p. 165), and recalls the well-known lecture of Qin Physician He Ńƶa to 
Duke Ping of Jin Ô; () ) (r. 557-532 BC) from Zuozhuan /  (Zuo 
Tradition) and some main studies on gu, among them Bodde (1975) and 
Unschuld (1985). In Suwen, the syndrome “moved from the moralistic and 
metaphysical to a more evidential level” (p. 167),20 says Leo. Even though 
there is no mention of sexual excess as its cause, the whitish discharge ob-
served in men and women is also found in penis flaccidity from overindul-
gence.21 Sexual dysfunction, especially erectile dysfunction, posed personal 
and social problems in a society where sexual prowess and the ability to 
procreate contributed to authority, wealth, and power. Aphrodisiacs and 
philters for the promotion of reproductive health and prevention of sexual 
weakening figure prominently in the Mawangdui corpus. Suwen includes 
only one recipe for treating xueku ſê (blood dryness or blood decay) in 
both males and females. Leo thinks the recipe indirectly refers “to restoring 
male potency” (p. 175).22 To Leo the absence of recipes in Suwen suggests that, 
while “the Mawangdui medical corpus is still in the period of ‘practicing 
recipes’” (p. 176), Suwen physicians moved to another plane. They came to 
see sexual disorders as part of the medical equation and treated them 
accordingly. 
                                                            
19 Lao ΍, here translated as “unfiltered wine,” refers to an unfiltered, fermented 
rice or millet beverage; li Ώ, here translated as “sweet wine,” was probably a sweet, 
low-alcohol rice or millet beverage. See McGovern et al. (2005), p. 250. 
20 Suwen, chap. 6/19, p. 45a, says that gu ̥ is “another name” (yiming ·) for a 
disease called shanjia ɶɸ or “abdominal lumps.” 
21 As described in Suwen, chap. 12/44, p. 89b. 
22 Suwen, chap. 11/40, p. 81a, says that the disease is acquired in youth, in men 
due to sexual intercourse in an intoxicated state, and in women through massive 
blood loss. The recipe, Wang Bing explains, is for men to recover essence and erectile 
function, and for women to remove blood blockage and bad blood (ibid., commen-
tary). 
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Leo’s Sex in the Yellow Emperor’s Basic Questions is the first monographic 
study on this aspect of Suwen, although there has developed a huge literature, 
especially in the field of TCM, which topically deal with sexuality in Suwen 
or sexual terminology, for example, the critical terms neiduo =|, yinqu 」Ù, 
zongjin ō, and tiangui wĬ. While the many points raised in Leo’s book 
invites the reader to rethink the place of sex and sexuality in Chinese medi-
cine and society, the book could have profited from another round of close 
reading and scrupulous editing to eliminate typos and inaccuracies.23 Some 
lengthy digressions, for example, on the Chinese creation myth or ancient 
Chinese wine-drinking habits that eventually tie back into the main theme 
could have been avoided. Apart from various HDNJ editions and Hanshu Ę
Ú (Han Documents), the bibliography does not contain references to pri-
mary sources, for example, Liji Ŀƌ (Rites Records), Mengzi  (Master 
Meng), Zhuangzi ŵ  (Master Zhuang), and Lunheng Ɠƃ  (Discourses 
Balanced). A finding list of studied Suwen passages and related material, and 
a glossary of critical terms would have facilitated orientation, also regarding 
such questions as to what and how many portions of Suwen are relevant in 
the strict sense to sex and sexuality, and where and why Lingshu supplied 
evidence in lieu of clear evidence from Suwen. Occupying a large part of the 
book and often treated as if being a direct predecessor of Suwen, 24  the 
Mawangdui manuscripts, says Leo, have been chosen for comparison be-
cause they are most closely related to it in terms of zeitgeist (p. 25) and “[a]ll 
dating from the Han dynasty” (p. 177).25 However, as Harper writes, dating 
                                                            
23 To give some examples: the Zhuangzi ̋Ā (Master Zhuang) passage, referred 
to on p. 67: “That which assists life is food and that which injures life is sex” does 
neither occur in chap. 12, nor elsewhere in the book. The error is continued on p. 68. 
On p. 78, Leo writes: “the Suwen uses this term [i.e., kuai Ű, UM] once in the com-
pound yukuai ǻŰ in the sense of ‘sexual pleasure’ (5.4.2).” The passage in question 
does not warrant this claim. Actually, kuai Ű is used here in a stative verb-object 
syntagma: “This is why, / the sagely man / engages in affairs of non-interference, / 
enjoys the ability of calmness and composure, / follows [his] desires and is happy in 
mind with holding on to void and nothingness.” ƿ4 / ˫1 / ɉɌɉ% / ǵŹƅ
˴ / ŨǻŰŮ / '̡ɌĈ (the slashes mark rhythmic-syntactic units; note the 
allusions to the Laozi ˥Ā [Old Master] and Zhuangzi in this passage). On p. 111, 
“Kong Xi āɑ” should read “Liu Xi ɑ.” The translation of the jade inscription on 
p. 153 is not Harper’s (1998), p. 126, but Kohn’s (2008), p.14. 
24 The assumption of a continuum is evident in statements like “[m]any sexual 
expressions found in the manuscripts did not survive into the Suwen” (p. 179). 
25 In this context reference is to the “Mawangdui corpus” and then to the “three 
Mawangdui sexual manuals,” probably, Shiwen Å (Ten Questions) He yinyang ´
Ωά (Conjoining Yin and Yang), and Tianxia zhidao tan í˼ͻ̀ (Talk on the 
Culminant Way Under-Heaven). But Yangsheng fang ϖɫư (Perceptions on Nur-
turing Life) is similarly important in terms of sexual vocabulary. 
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the medical texts as found on the manuscripts and dating the manuscripts 
are two different things. That means, whereas script analysis and observance 
of taboo suggest a post-180 BC date for the Shiwen bamboo slips and a date 
between 188 and 178 BC for the wooden slips of Tianxia zhidao tan,26 the texts 
themselves most probably are earlier, but no earlier than third century BC, 
according to Harper.27 The problem is compounded when looking at the 
relationship between Mawangdui, Chunyu Yi’s medical lore, and the extant 
recensions of HDNJ, among which Suwen is handled as if composed as an 
entirety, even though in Chapter 2 it is described as a composite text or 
“compilation of compilations.”28 Since this is not the place to discuss these 
matters in all their details, it should just be noted that there is still insufficient 
evidence to draw a complete and conclusive diachronic picture of the devel-
opment of medicine and health care during the ancient and early medieval 
period,29 and that principles of text composition are far from being satisfacto-
rily understood. 
Finally, the argument and handling of relevant scholarship in the section 
on ‘Daoist Practices and Sexual Cultivation’ is especially perplexing. As out-
lined above, this section is concerned with the question whether the 
association of the bedchamber manuals with Daoist tenets of body cultiva-
tion and ideas of transcendence is justified. Sure, Leo says, there are partly 
shared concepts, but during the past decades general agreement has been 
reached that the known material on sexual cultivation is neither originally 
nor essentially Daoist, and even not mainstream medicine, as Kohn re-
marks.30 Leo with reference to bibliographic evidence from Han to Song 
asserts: 
Also, while the bedchamber works are listed in a class of 
their own in the Hanshu, they appear in the medical section 
in the Sui and Tang and only show up under “Daoism” in 
the Song. In other words, it took over a thousand years for 
them to formally achieve Daoist status. (p. 47) 
                                                            
26 For detail, see Harper (1998), pp. 18-21, and esp. 28-30. 
27 Harper (1998), pp. 21, 38. Harper suspects that the Mawangdui manuscript 
editions “may be fairly close in time to the original editions” (ibid., p. 21). On the 
complex problem of the provenance of the Mawangdui medical texts and herme-
neutic issues, see ibid., pp. 26-41. 
28  Keegan (1988), p. 252. With reference to all extant HDNJ versions, Keegan 
writes that “[e]ach version is, in fact, a compilation of compilations.” Leo’s (p. 30) 
reference to p. 64 of Keegan’s dissertation is incorrect. 
29 Harper (1998), p. 39. 
30 Kohn (2008), p. 10.
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A quick glance at the Hanshu bibliography shows that books under the 
heading ‘Fangzhong’ Ã (Within the Chamber),31 form a subgroup (or class, 
as Leo says on p. 8) that together with three others, ‘Yijing’ ƶś (Medical 
Canons), ‘Jingfang’ śÎ  (Canonical Prescriptions), and ‘Shenxian’ ĺ0 
(Spirit Transcendence), belong to the ‘Fangji’ ÎÅ  (Prescriptions and 
Techniques) category.32 That this category of writings during the Han fell 
under the supervision of the Taiyi’s xƶ (Grand Physician) administrative 
staff becomes clear from the appointment of Attending Physician (siyi (ƶ) 
Li Zhuguo äìk in 26 BC to collate the ‘Fangji.’33 At the beginning of the 
Tang, when the Suishu bibliography was compiled, a major change in library 
classification had occurred which came in the form of the sibu gư (four 
divisions) system. The compilers of the Suishu bibliography state that the 
Han category ‘Fangji,’ among others, entered the zibu ư (Masters Divi-
sion).34 And it was renamed ‘Yifang’ ƶÎ (Medicine and Prescriptions). 
The Suishu ‘Yifang’ group includes ten books that by title unambiguously 
refer to the bedchamber arts,35 including Xu fangnei bishu £Ã8ĸƁ (Secret 
Arts Inside the Chamber with Preface) and three versions of Yufang bijue Ġ
Ã ĸ Ā  (Secret Instructions of the Jade Chamber). While the Tang 
                                                            
31 Hanshu ȹǊ (Han Documents), chap. 30, p. 1778; Li Ling (2000), pp. 383-384, 
387. 
32 Hanshu, chap. 30, pp. 1775-1780. For a discussion of the aspectual difference of 
the terms fang ư, “prescription,” “formula” or “recipe,” and ji Ƒ, “technique,” see 
Harper (1982), pp. 52-55; and idem (1998), pp. 45-54, esp. pp. 45-46. Harper argues 
that fang is especially used in the sense of “written recipes.” I prefer the word “pre-
scription,” as a written order, especially by a physician or health expert, for the 
preparation and administration of a medicine or other treatment. 
33 Hanshu, chap. 30, p. 1701. 
34 Suishu ήǊ (Sui Documents), chap. 34, p. 1051. The other categories are ‘Zhuzi’ 
̓Ā (Various Masters), ‘Bingshu’ gǊ (Military Documents), and ‘Shushu’ Ƭ̨ 
(Numbers and Arts). In this context, the translation of shu ̨ as ‘art’ refers to a skill 
that is attained by study, practice, and observation, and linked to specific family or 
school traditions. 
35 Suishu, chap. 34, pp. 1043, 1050; Suishu jingji zhi kaozheng ήǊːˁŮ˦͆ (Study 
and Authentification of the Sui Documents’ Treatise on Scriptures and Books), chap. 
37, pp. 5663c-5664b. For a list and brief discussion of these books in comparison with 
Ge Hong’s ̑ȡ  (283-343) entries of bedchamber books among the Daojing ͻː 
(Daoist scriptures) (BPZNP, chap. 19, p. 333), see Li Ling (2000), pp. 383-384; (1997), 
p. 142. According to Li Ling the Suishu ‘Wuxing’ )̧ (Five Phases) class also com-
prises one work on sexual cultivation, namely, Za jiaqu fangnei tushu εÿþƌkǪ̀ 
(Miscellaneous Pictures and Arts Inside the Chamber for Marriage). See Suishu, chap. 
34, p. 1037; Li Ling (2000), p. 383. It is tempting to speculate that two other works (or 
perhaps two versions of the same book) in the same group, Jiaqu yinyang tu ÿþΩά
Ò  (Yinyang Pictures for Marriage) and Yinyang jiaqu tu ΩάÿþÒ  (Yinyang 
Marriage Pictures), each in 2 juan, belong to the bedchamber literature as well. 
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bibliographies attribute the former to Ge Hong ŸĈ (283-343 or 363), the 
latter is associated with the Maoshan Daoist Chonghezi Aa, in all prob-
ability a contemporary of Tao Hongjing ǉªÕ (456-536).36 Xin Tangshu also 
refers to a certain Zhang Ding ¬Ǩ (fl. 618-632), a Daoist known from the 
Buddho-Daoist debates of the early seventh century.37 It was presumably he 
who revised and enlarged Yufang bijue and transmitted it into the Tang. No 
single volume of the manuals from the Han bibliography survived. This does 
not rule out that parts of them made their way into the Suishu bedchamber 
books or other literature, especially works on yangsheng and medicine. 
Zhang Zhan’s ¬ē (fl. 370) Yangsheng yaoji ǛĦƇǍ (Essentials Collection 
of Nurturing Life) 38  and Yangxing yanming lu Ǜº¨`ƽ  (Records of 
Nurturing Nature [i.e., Heaven-given natural dispositions and tendencies] 
                                                            
36 For evidence, see Sakade Yoshinobu (1983), pp. 283-284n 33; Lin Fushi (2008), 
p. 630, n. 19. Sakade refers to Falin’s țǠ (572-640) Bianzheng lun ͯǿ́ (Discourse 
in Defense of [What Is] Right, T. 2110), chap. 6, p. 534c1-13, quoted with variations in 
Guang hongming ji ŕŚƹβ (Expanded Collection for Propagating and Clarifying 
[the Buddhist Doctrine], T. 2103), compiled by Daoxuan ͻĐ (596-667), chap. 13, pp. 
184c29-185a27. Yao Zhenzong üƗČ (1842-1906), on the other hand, believes that 
Chonghezi p¿Ā, is Zhang Ding’s ŝϱ (fl. 618-632) self-assumed hao (see Suishu 
jingji zhi kaozheng, chap. 37, p. 5649a). This view is also held by Ye Dehui ̏ Ūͨ (1864-
1927), see his ‘Xinkan Yufang bijue xu’ ƯzɣƌʔȖŉ (Preface to the Newly Printed 
Secret Instructions of the Jade Chamber), in Yufang bijue: Fu Yufang zhiyao ɣƌʔȖ
϶Υɣƌƕ̯ (Secret Instructions of the Jade Chamber: With Appended Directive 
Essentials of the Jade Chamber), p. 1a (Shuangmei ying’an congshu δǩǃΟªǊ 
[Collected Books of Double Plums’ Shadowy Darkness]). Wile (1992), p. 251, n. 1, says 
he cannot discover anything about Chonghezi. 
37 During the Tang there are three persons by the name Zhang Dingŝϱ: the first 
is the Daoist Zhang Ding (fl. 618-632), mentioned in the biography of the Buddhist 
monk Zhikai Ǆv (surname An ĉ; c. 536-c. 632), see Xu gaoseng zhuan ˜ϟUT 
(Continued Biographies of Eminent Monks, T. 2060), chap. 30, p. 705b4-9; the second 
is Zhang Ding (fl. 690) in the staff of Wu Zetian Ȃí (r. 690-705); and the third is 
the poet-official Zhang Ding (fl. 742), who served under Xuanzong ɢČ (r. 712-756) 
and was a friend of Chu Guangxi X]ˢ (jinshi 726). If the first Zhang Ding, who 
seems the most likely candidate for the transmission of Yufang bijue, was in his 
twenties during the 620s and still active in his nineties as a senior official, there is 
some probability that the first and the second Zhang Ding are the same person. 
38 Zhang Zhan’s ŝȲ (fl. 370) Yangsheng yaoji ϖɫ̯β (Essentials Collection of 
Nurturing Life) survives only in fragments. See Stein (1999), chap. 3.3.1-3.3.3; Kohn 
(2012), pp. 33-34. Its ‘Fangshi’ ƌđ (Chamber and Room) chapter on sexual health is 
recompiled from various sources, e.g., the late Sui work Zhubing yuanhou lun ̓ɷȳ
Ḿ (Discourses on Sources and Symptoms of the Various Diseases). For translations 
of the fragments, see Stein (1999), pp. 168-232, esp. 215-222; Kohn (2012), pp. 40-45, 
esp. 44-45. Note that the textual integrity of the Yangsheng yaoji fragments and their 
collation is still an issue. 
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and Prolonging Decree)39 would be examples of this kind. In fact, Yangxing 
yanming lu contains a first- or second-hand quotation possibly from the now 
lost Han Tianlao zazi yindao wšǏǇƧ (Tianlao and the Various Disciples’ 
Way of Yin).40 
Reading through the Suishu bibliography a bit further bears out this 
observation: among the ‘Daojing’ Ƨś (Daoist Scriptures), appended to the 
sibu listing, there is a ‘Fangzhong’ class with thirteen entries in 38 juan. No 
titles are given.41 We will return to this point soon, but first let us look at the 
bibliographies of the Jiu Tangshu ŲcÚ (Old Tang Documents), Xin Tangshu 
ÍcÚ (New Tang Documents), and Songshi Y (Song History). In the two 
Tang bibliographies the Suishu ‘Yifang’ class is called ‘Yishu’ ƶƁ (Medicine 
and Arts).42 The meagre remainders of the bedchamber manuals consist of 
Ge Hong’s Fangzhong bishu ÃĸƁ (Secret Arts Within the Chamber, the 
Fangnei bishu of the Suishu) and versions of Chonghezi’s Yufang bijue.43 In 
addition, Xin Tangshu lists Pengzu yangxing jing ¯ĹǛºś (Scripture of 
Pengzu Nurturing Nature).44 Coming to the Songshi bibliography, there is—
contrary to what Leo said about the “Daoist” status of the bedchamber 
manuals during this time—no trace left of these works. 
                                                            
39 A compilation of material from the Han to the Eastern Jin and possibly even 
later traditionally attributed to Tao Hongjing or Sun Simiao ąų΂ (581-682), but 
perhaps a Tang compendium of the early—see, e.g., Barrett (1980), p. 171—or late 
seventh century—see, e.g., Mugitani (1987), p. i. For the different views, also see 
Despeux (1989), pp. 228, 233-234. The chapter on sexual arts, ‘Yunü sunyi’ ũõƟɿ 
(Detriments and Benefits of Mounting Women), Yangxing yanming lu, chap. 2/8, pp. 
483c-485b (DZ 838), has been translated by, among others, Wile (1992), pp. 119-122. 
It shares some passages with Sun Simiao’s ąų΂ (581-682) ‘Fangzhong buyi’ ƌ̬
ɿ (Restorings and Benefits Within the Chamber) in Beiji qianjin yaofang SŴΓ̯
ư (Essential Prescriptions [Worth a] Thousand Gold [Pieces] for All Emergencies), 
chap. 83, pp. 2b-7a; trans. Wile (1992), pp. 114-119. 
40 Hanshu, chap. 30, p. 1778; for the citation, see Yangxing yanming lu, chap. 2/8, 
p. 484b. For the suggestion that the quote of Tianlao may come from Tianlao zazi 
yindao, see editorial preface to ‘Yunü sunyi,’ reproduced in Zhongguo fangshu gailun: 
Fangzhong juan (1993), p. 73. 
41 Suishu, chap. 35, p. 1091. 
42 Jiu Tangshu ˿ÃǊ (Old Tang Documents), chap. 47, p. 2051; Xin Tangshu ƯÃ
Ǌ (New Tang Documents), chap. 59, p. 1573. According to Jiu Tangshu, chap. 47, p. 
2051, there are actually subclasses, comprising of ‘Bencao’ Ǘ̉ (Roots and Shoots), 
‘Yangsheng’ ϖɫ (Nurturing Life), ‘Bingyuan danfang’ ɷȳÇư (Disease Sources 
and Simple Prescriptions), ‘Shijing’ ϓː (Food Canons), ‘Za jingfang’ εːư (Mis-
cellaneous Canonical Prescriptions), and ‘Leiju fang’ ώˬư (Classified Collected 
Prescriptions). 
43 Ibid.; Xin Tangshu, chap. 59, p. 1570. Jiu Tangshu gives a version in 10 juan, Xin 
Tangshu in 8 juan. 
44 Ibid., p. 1567. 
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Above we referred to the ‘Fangzhong’ class with thirteen entries in 38 
juan among the Suishu ‘Daojing.’ These numbers tally exactly with those of 
Ruan Xiaoxu’s ǆŜ (479-536) ‘Xiandao lu’  Ƨƾ (Transcendents and 
Daoists’ Record), one of the Qilu mulu’s ƽıƽ (Seven Records: Table of 
Contents) ‘Waipian’ uő (Outer Chapters).45 In the early fourth century, Ge 
Hong speaks of more than ten “authors” or “schools” (jia ) of the bed-
chamber’s methods (fangzhong zhi fa ÃĄ, synonymous with fangzhong 
zhi shu) who advocate different techniques and goals including the attain-
ment of xian-hood (i.e., becoming a transcendant).46 Ge’s own Dao library 
comprised at least eight books concerned with the matter: Xuannü jing ğ}
ś (Scripture of the Dark Woman), Sunü jing Ř}ś (Scripture of the Plain 
Women), Pengzu jing ¯Ĺś (Scripture of Pengzu), Chen She jing ǈƜś 
(Scripture of Chen She), Zidu jing Ʊś (Scripture of Zidu), Zhang Xu jing 
¬Žś (Scripture of Zhang Xu), Tianmenzi jing wǂś (Scripture of Master 
Tianmen), and Rongcheng jing Àś (Scripture of Rongcheng).47 
                                                            
45 See Qilu mulu, in Guang hongming ji, chap. 3, p. 111a25-26. 
46 BPZNP, chap. 8, pp. 149, 150; trans. Ware (1966), pp. 138, 140-141. Note that Ge 
Hong himself wrote or compiled a book on the bedchamber arts. See BPZNP, chap. 
8, p. 150; trans. Ware (1966), p. 140. Perhaps this can be identified with the above 
mentioned Xu fangnei bishu ŉƌ8ʔ̨, later called Fangzhong bishu ƌʔ̨. 
47 BPZNP, chap. 19, p. 333; for a list of Ge’s Dao library, transcribed and alphabeti-
cally ordered, see Ware (1966), pp. 379-383. Here a short remark on jing ː , commonly 
translated as “canon/classic” and “(sacred/holy) scripture,” is in order. For general 
discussion of jing in the pre-Han and Han periods, see, e.g., Lewis (1999), esp. pp. 
297-302; and Nylan (2009). On jing in religious Daoism, see, e.g., Wang Chengwen 
(2010); and Komjathy (2013), pp. 225-243. Both Daoist and non-Daoist jing lay claim 
to genuineness, ultimate truth (found in the Dao, gods, divine beings, sage-rulers, 
ancient worthies, masters, schools, lineages, etc.), and authority (through authoriza-
tion or cultural antecedent). They demand legitimacy in the context, content, and 
process by which they present knowledge, and they are thought to be sources of 
comprehensive wisdom which is replicated by the practice of identifying and citing 
passages timelessly important through their all-pervading nature. Cf. Lewis (1999), 
p. 297. In both systems, through metaphorical meaning extension of either “(straight) 
path” (way metaphor) or “warp” (fabric metaphor), the word jing refers to “guiding 
course,” “guiding principles” or “canon” (as referring to both a body of principles, 
rules, standards or norms and a list of writings considered authoritative or sacred 
with respect to these principles, rules, standards or norms). Being an essential part of 
teaching and learning, jing mastery helps entrance into the respective scholarly or 
religious communities and bureaucracies, and may further progress therein. The 
Daoist self-perception of the beginning of their scriptural system emphasizes revela-
tion that is ultimately based on “spontaneous heavenly writs/written signs” (ziran 
tianshu ˻ɎíǊ). These only appear to those who have the Dao, but hide away from 
those who are lacking the Dao. See Daomen jingfa xiangcheng cixu ͻΛːțʅƐǺŉ 
(Ordered Sequence of the Heritage of Received Daoist Scriptures and Methods, DZ 
1128), chap. 1, p. 784c (hereafter Daomen jingfa); quoted with minor variants in Yunji 
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During the late 1940s, Chen Guofu in the course of his Daozang ƧŻ (Daoist 
Repository) studies collected fangzhong material beginning with the Hanshu 
bibliography and ending with some works of the Southern Song.48 Chen’s 
list contains two Shangqing đ  (Higher Clarity) scriptures,49  both from 
about the fifth to sixth century, that deal with six of the above named books 
within the canonical set of qijing ś  or “seven scriptures,” also called 
daoxue qijing Ƨś (seven scriptures of Dao learning). While the Taizhen 
yudi siji mingke jing xĳĠgñÑŁś  (Most True Jade Emperor’s 
Luminous Regulations of the Four Poles Scripture, DZ 184) is not completely 
negative about “cultivating and practicing the ways of the seven scriptures” 
(xiuxing qijing zhi dao ,ƀśƧ), it warns of harmful effects through 
immoderation.50 The Dongzhen taishang taixiao langshu ćĳxxǓģÚ 
(Cavern Truth Most High’s Carnelian Book of the Supreme Empyrian, DZ 
1340) is more eloquent, but does not delve into practices. It gives titles: “Xuan, 
Su, Huangdi, Rongcheng, Peng Keng (i.e., Pengzu), Wuxian (i.e., Zidu), Chen She” 
ğŘǧÀ¯ƿbǈƜ , 51  and explicates the meaning of the qijing 
arguing along the lines of morality with focus on the five Confucian virtues, 
correlated with the five phases in an ordered sequence of mutual engender-
ing (father-son chain), amounting to tongde Ƥ´ (all-penetrating or universal 
virtue/virtues, in the sense of efficacious power, moral force, capacity or 
character) which in turn is the basis of the dadao ƨƧ  (all-reaching or 
                                                            
qiqian ιʳ˂ (Seven Slips of a Cloudy Satchel), chap. 3, 12b; Wang Chengwen 
(2010), pp. 776, 778-780. According to the same passage, the ziran tianshu is “unre-
lated” (wu guan ɌΡ) to Cang Jie’s Lϋ shu Ǌ (writing). That the latter was regarded 
as artificial and at odds with Daoist tenets, such as return to the beginning and 
maintaining the origin, is a point already made in the Heshang gong Ș,d commen-
tary. See Erkes (1945), p. 157. In the narrative of Daomen jingfa, Huangdi, alias 
Xuanyuan ͥͬ, appears as transmitter of the Lingbao jing ρĜː (Scriptures of the 
Divine Treasure). In the case of Huangdi neijing ϭĿkː, the decision whether to call 
it a “canon” or a “scripture” is a matter of interpretation and choice. Harper’s (1998) 
option for Inner Canon of the Yellow Thearch and Elizabeth Hsu’s for Inner Scripture of 
the Yellow Emperor, in Pregadio (2008), 1: 506, are good examples in this regard. The 
translation “classic” is somewhat problematic, because the etymology of the word is 
different from that of the Chinese jing, although there is some overlapping in 
connotation and association. See Curtius (2013), chap. 14, esp. pp. 247-260. 
48 Chen Guofu (1963), 2: 365-369. 
49 There is much more on sexual cultivation in the Daozang. I have not seen any 
systematic study on the subject. 
50 Taizhen yudi siji mingke jing, chap. 5, p. 436b; cf. Robinet (1984), 2: 428-430 (HY 
184); in Schipper and Verellen (2004), 1: 192, Robinet reads meng ʀ for ming ƹ, and 
translates mengke ʀʡ as “sworn code.” 
51 Dongzhen taishang taixiao langshu, chap. 9, p. 694c; cf. Robinet (1984), 2: 233-236 
(A. 30); and Robinet in Schipper and Verellen (2004), 1: 180, 193, 623-624 passim. 
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universal way/ways [of perfect understanding]).52 In this context, the notion 
of jing ś or “scripture” is explained paronomastically by semantic-phonetic 
associations typically found in some Zhou and many Han sources: jing are 
straight “paths” (jing °)53 to “follow along” (you Ĩ) in order to make steady 
progress in the right moral direction. They are “constant [in change]” (chang 
) and represent what is “right/correct” (zheng ù). By them “imperfec-
tion/failure” (bai É) turns into “perfection/accomplishment” (cheng À).54 
Most importantly, the Dongzhen taishang taixiao langshu includes a narrative 
of divine revelation that proves the “seven scriptures’” genuineness. 55 
Finally, the Buddhist-informed Dongzhen taishang shuo zhihui xiaomo zhenjing 
ćĳxƑÖ¾Čǣĳś  (Cavern Truth Most High Speaks the Genuine 
Scripture of Wisdom and Insight That Destroys Demons, DZ 1344) con-
demns four kinds of sexual cultivation,56 targeting its criticism specifically 
                                                            
52 Dongzhen taishang taixiao langshu, chap. 9, pp. 694c-695c. For a quotation of this 
passage without reference to the work’s title, see Yunji qiqian, chap. 9, pp. 56c-57a, 
section ‘Sandong jingjiao’ ȠːƩ (Three Cavern Scriptures and Teachings), ‘Shi 
qijing bing xu’ ΐːńŉ (Explicating the Seven Scriptures, with Preface). This kind 
of matching pattern is well known from Han ordering texts, including commentaries, 
that sought a unified understanding of universal principles and the apocrypha. The 
notions of tong de ͶŪ  and da dao ͼͻ  allude to the Liji “Zhongyong” ő 
(Application of the Mean or Hitting the Mean [i.e., Right Measure] in Ordinary 
Action) chapter, ascribed to Zi Si Āų (Kong Ji ā8, 5th century BC); for parallels of 
the “Zhongyong” passage with variant readings, see “Ai gong wen zheng” ÁdÅƧ 
(Duke Ai Asks about Government) in Kongzi jiayu āĀĔ̽  (Confucius’ School 
Sayings), chap. 4/17, p. 5a, and the biographies of Gongsun Hong dąŚ (ca. 200-
121 BC) in Shiji °̶ (Scribe’s Records), chap. 112, p. 2952, and Hanshu, chap. 58, p. 
2621. 
53 Here one immediately thinks of Xunzi ̈Ā (Master Xun) and Shiming ΐ· 
(Explicating Names) by Liu Xi ɑ (fl. 160). 
54 Dongzhen taishang taixiao langshu, chap. 9, p. 695a; Yunji qiqian, chap. 9, p. 
56c. 
55 Dongzhen taishang taixiao langshu, chap. 9, p. 694c. The passage is not found in 
Yunji qiqian. 
56 Dongzhen taishang shuo zhihui xiaomo zhenjing, chap. 1, p. 601c; cf. Robinet (1984), 
2:179-186 (A. 22); and Robinet in Schipper and Verellen (2004), 1: 590-591. For 
quotations with omissions and variant readings, see Zhenzhong ji ǟ̶ (Records 
Within the Pillow, DZ 837), 467b, a two-partite patchwork of passages from Six 
Dynasties sources, sometimes attributed to Sun Simiao, and Yunji qiqian, chap. 33, p. 
238a, with reference to (Sheyang) zhenzhong fang (Ƣϖ)ǟư (Prescriptions Within 
the Pillow [of Attending to and Nurturing (Life)]), also supposed to be written or 
compiled by Sun Simiao. For detail, see Sivin (1968), p. 119, n. 68. Cf. Baldrian-
Hussein (1989-1990), p. 184, n. 139. 
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on yindan neiyu Ǉ8± (yin cinnabar and internal mounting),57 referring to 
“returning the essence to replenish the brain,” and huangdao chiqi ǧƧƛě 
(yellow way and red qi), 58 being a variant expression of the much discussed 
Heavenly Master huangchi ǧƛ (yellow and red) ritual. Also known as heqi 
[þ (matching or conjoining qi), sanwu qijiu  (three-five seven-nine), 
and by other epithets, the huangchi ritual is still not fully understood and 
variously interpreted as marriage, passage and initiation or ordination rite, 
                                                            
57  For the definition of yindan Ω , see introductory of ‘Wangwu zhenren 
koushou yindan bijue lingpian’ ɤĪʈ1«ƙΩʣ̷ρʾ  (Divine Chapter of 
Wangwu [Mountain] Genuine Man’s Orally Received Yin Cinnabar Secret Instruc-
tions), quoted in Yunji qiqian, chap. 64, p. 451b-453a. On authorship and possible 
dates of composition, 712-774 or 766-779, respectively, see Zhu Yueli (2002), pp. 40-
41. For the practice of yindan, cf. BPZNP, chap. 6, p. 129; chap. 13, p. 245; trans. Ware 
(1966), pp. 122, 222-223. About yindan in relation to neidan k (inner elixir, inner 
alchemy), see Baldrian-Hussein (1989-1990), pp. 184-186. In the context of internal 
visualization or spiritual invocation of sexual practices in Huangting jing ϭōː 
(Scripture of the Yellow Court), Robinet (1993), p. 89, claims that neiyu 8± has 
nothing to do with “conducting women” (yunü ũõ; Robinet’s translation), a term 
which clearly indicates “external” sexual intercourse. Robinet refers to Yunji qiqian, 
chap. 60, p. 424c, where a passage from Huanzhen xiansheng funa yuanqi jue Ňϳņϴ
ʈ\ɫǑ8[Ʉ̷  (Elder Huanzhen’s Instructions of Ingesting and Inhaling the 
Original Qi, DZ 828), p. 444b, is quoted. This work is attributed to Huanzhen 
xiansheng ņʈ\ɫ or Elder Huanzhen, who may be identified with Tang Zhong-
neng Ã5˴ (fl. 806-821). Xin Tangshu, chap. 59, p. 1524, and some other Song sources 
give his name as Kang Zhongxiong Ő5ɐ. According to Robinet, the Daoshu ͻǶ 
(Dao Pivot, DZ 1017), chap. 18, p. 696a, citing now-lost passages from Huangting jing 
and Zhengao ʈ̿ (Declarations of the Genuine One, DZ 1016), would seem to affirm 
that in practicing the “tao (or method) of the yin cinnabar and of interior guidance 
(nei-yü)” (ibid.) one must search for a woman inside oneself. But Robinet (ibid., p. 90) 
admits that this idea may be a later interpretation which criticizes minor sexual 
practices of “popular” Daoism. In the absence of clear evidence, she concludes, both 
kinds of sexual practices, one external and the other internal, may have been 
practiced and Huangting jing refers to both of them. 
58 Dongzhen taishang shuo zhihui xiaomo zhenjing, chap. 1, p. 601c. In addition to 
these two methods, two others connected with breathing techniques as elements of 
ritualized intercourse are mentioned: qijiu zhaojing Ǔ˄  (seven-nine paying 
obeisance to essence) and liuyi huidan eʹ (six-one returning to cinnabar). Note 
that these translations are tentative. The symmetry of parallelism suggests that the 
former is associated with huangchi (cf. Bokenkamp (1997), p. 330), the latter with 
yindan. As part of its rhetorical thrust Dongzhen taishang shuo zhihui xiaomo zhenjing 
selects only some methods (which seem to have been particularly popular, but 
viewed with suspicion by purists) from a great variety of bedchamber arts that were 
transmitted orally or written. Cf. BPZNP, chap. 6, p. 129; chap. 8, p. 149; trans. Ware 
(1966), pp. 123, 138. 
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performed by unmarried and married couples at least into the Song.59 To 
judge from extant accounts, such as Shangqing huangshu guodu yi đǧÚƦ
¤2 (Higher Clarity Passage and Initiation Protocol of the Yellow Book, DZ 
1294), the esoteric ritual served various goals, most importantly safety from 
disaster and relief from suffering through return to the Dao and salvation 
within the small group of zhongmin ńý (seed people), who after the apoca-
lypse would usher in a new millennium.60 This brings us to the last point of 
Leo’s claims about Daoist views of sexual cultivation. She says: 
The vehement criticism of sexual cultivation in the Xiang’er 
Commentary to the Daode jing by the third Celestial Master 
Zhang Lu ¬ǥ (dat. 215) confirms that they eschewed such 
practices … while yet using ritualized intercourse to main-
tain the harmony of yin and yang in the greater universe. 
This vague generalization comes as a surprise with regard to Leo’s list of 
secondary sources. Bokenkamp writes that the focus of the Xiang’er zhu »Ğ
Ć (Xiang’er Commentary) polemic is on huanjing bunao ƫŖƅů (returning 
the essence to replenish the brain) which the Xiang’er associates with the 
bedchamber manuals by metonymy: “Huangdi ǧ, Xuannü ğ}, Gongzi 
ǩ, Rongcheng À,” and a group of experts, who transmitted these books 
and taught their skills. 61 It seems that the experts can be identified with the 
wu and the fangshi, whose traditions continued in the writings and practices 
of such figures as Ge Hong. Raz shows that Ge Hong, in contrast to the 
Xiang’er, sees the practice of huanjing bunao in a very positive light. He also 
points out that opposing interpretations of the same practice should remind 
us of different attitudes toward sexual practices and variations of these 
practices within the Daoist tradition, and the co-existence of specific rituals 
including sexual practices advocated by particular lineages.62 
Concerning the huangchi, Raz critically re-evaluates the widespread view, 
represented by Despeux and Kohn (2003), and clearly replicated by Leo, that 
the rite mimics the cosmic matching of yin and yang and thus is contributing 
                                                            
59 For important studies and discussion, see Raz (2008); Kleeman (2010), pp. 412-
413; Lü Pengzhi (2010), pp. 1319-1322; Kleeman (2014). 
60 On motivations and goals of the ritual, see Raz (2008), esp. pp. 86, 102-103, 115-
116 passim; Lü Pengzhi (2010), p. 1321; Kleeman (2014), esp. pp. 91-111. 
61 Laozi Xiang’er zhu jiaojian ˥ĀžɖȝǤʺ (Collation and Annotation of the 
Laozi Xiang’er Commentary), p. 12, also see p. 38; trans. Bokenkamp (1997), pp. 43, 
87, and 125, respectively. The Xiang’er calls these experts weiji P9 (false practition-
ers). Bokenkamp emphasizes that in the context of this criticism, the Xiang’er ad-
vances its own methods for physiological cultivation, that is, the ritual of heqi ´Ȑ. 
Ibid., p. 44. 
62 Raz (2008), pp. 97, 99-102. 
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to greater universal harmony.63 However, as stated earlier, motivations and 
goals of “conjoining qi” were much more complex. Lastly, Raz’s attempt at 
defining characteristics which distinguish Daoist practices and notions of the 
body from the bedchamber manuals,64 would have been an important point 
to be taken up in Basic Questions. It would have given the opportunity to 
reflect about limits of genre and content, and the rule of rhetoric, which 
governs them both. Perhaps, this would have also helped to answer the 
recurring question why all the intriguing aspects of the sexual manuals 
(metaphorical language or the inclusion of techniques like huanjing bunao) 
and, to add, the inner body-imagery in the vast amount of Dao literature on 
physiological alchemy are missing in Suwen as we have it today. 
                                                            
63 Ibid., p. 95, quoting from Catherine Despeux and Livia Kohn (2003), Women in 
Daoism, Cambridge, MA: Three Pines Press, p. 106. 
64 Raz (2008), pp. 102-103. 
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